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Abstract: The business benefits attained from ecodesign programs in manufacturing companies have been regularly documented by several studies from both the academic and corporate spheres. However, there are still significant challenges for adopting ecodesign, especially regarding the evaluation of these potential business benefits prior to the actual ecodesign implementation. To address such gap, this study proposes an exploratory and theory-driven framework based on logic models to support the development of business cases for ecodesign implementation. The objective is to offer an outlook into how ecodesign implementation can potentially affect key corporate performance outcomes. This paper is based on a three-stage research methodology with six steps. Two full systematic literature reviews were performed, along with two thematic analyses and a grounded theory approach with the aim of developing the business case framework, which was then evaluated by seven industry experts. This research contributes to the literature of ecodesign especially by laying out an ecodesign-instantiated logic model, which is readily available to be adapted and customized for further test and use in practice. Discussions on the usefulness and applicability of the framework and directions for future research are presented.
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1. Introduction

Practitioners and researchers have been continuously reporting potential business benefits achieved by the implementation of ecodesign efforts within corporate contexts, e.g., higher innovation level [1,2], increased revenue and development of new markets and business models [3,4], risk and cost reduction [5,6], brand equity [7–9], compliance [10–12], among others. However, many challenges still hamper the identification of the business benefits related to the implementation of ecodesign, especially in regards to the lack of evaluation mechanisms for the potential benefits for the business performance [13–16]. In addition, ecodesign efforts have been intensely focused on assessing performance from a pure environmental perspective with a strong emphasis on the product’s technical features, such as shape, material or energy consumption [17,18]. Low levels of attention have been positioned on organizational processes underpinning the adoption and maintenance of ecodesign [1,17]. The underlying rationale of the process-oriented approach is that by tackling ecodesign implementation at the process level, companies will assure consistent integration and alignment across the company’s portfolio—i.e., improved product development processes will result in products with enhanced sustainability performance [19] and business outcomes.
Given that the reported business benefits emerging from ecodesign usually exceed the environmental dimension of business performance—such as emissions, pollution, energy consumption, materials usage etc.—a triple bottom line approach aimed at enabling and enhancing the managerial and process-oriented perspective of the implementation is required [20–22] to deriving a consistent business case for action. The business case for sustainability-related efforts and initiatives have been increasingly discussed in the literature for several decades [23,24]. In short, a business case can be understood as a collection of arguments and lines of thought that support and document the main reasons why an organization should accept or advance a certain cause [24,25].

The concept of business cases for sustainability-related initiatives touches upon considering and exploring the existing relationships between voluntary environmental and social activities and corporate economic success [26], alongside questions regarding how to manage, advance and innovate on those relationships. However, the majority of the business cases in the literature account for a posteriori analysis of the effects of past sustainability-related practices, projects or programs [2,4,6], as opposed to an a priori, predictive business cases, which are focused on laying out the theoretical foundation for collecting information and measuring the performance of sustainability-related efforts in a proactive fashion towards deriving a subsequent business case.

Within this context, logic models have become a popular way of identifying the elements of a program’s design, operation and its effects [27]. The logic model depicts the logical sequence of events to occur through an initiative or intervention to bring change as a response to a current specific state [28]. In the logic model, a collection of inputs underpins the execution of certain activities, which produces direct effects (outputs) [29,30]. These outputs can eventually influence longer-term performance and goals, which are typically depicted in the logic model, known as outcomes/impact [29,31,32]. The degree of tangibility varies across the levels of the logic model, from the inputs/resources to the outputs and outcomes/impact. In summary, the logic model can be a representative framework of an initiative’s potential to influence performance, and the sequential logic behind this influence.

With that, the research draws upon the particular concept of ecodesign management practice [19], and seeks to offer an integrative outlook into how ecodesign capabilities will potentially affect corporate performance over time (e.g., revenue, market share, expenses, risk etc.). The focus of this research is positioned at investigating ecodesign from a process perspective within the corporate sphere. With that, this research addresses the following questions: (1) how does the implementation of ecodesign management practices can potentially affect corporate performance? (2) how can logic models support conceptualization and evaluation of the relationships between ecodesign practices and business benefits? The study proposes an exploratory, theory-driven logic model framework to support the development of business cases for ecodesign, targeted at key managers and decision-makers across the organization. This exploratory research goes further into qualitatively linking the development of ecodesign management capabilities with its potential business benefits. This piece of research largely contributes to the literature of ecodesign in by offering an ecodesign-instantiated logic model framework, which is readily available for practical use. Furthermore, the research develops and offers a logic model framework based on which other quantitative and qualitative methods can be developed and added in order to achieve more robust measurement mechanisms for potential ecodesign business benefits.

2. Theoretical Background

This section briefly presents and discusses the two main constituents of the theoretical background of this research: (i) the Ecodesign Maturity Model (EcoM2) and (ii) the general theory of logic models. In particular, the EcoM2 was selected as the theoretical background of this research because it is established in the literature and it is the only available framework that offers a maturity-based and systematic approach to ecodesign implementation and management [33], as of today. Additionally, the EcoM2 has been adopted in several large multinational manufacturing companies (see, for example, [34–36]).
2.1. The Ecodesign Maturity Model (EcoM2)

The EcoM2 is a management framework geared towards supporting the systematic integration of ecodesign into the product development processes (e.g., strategy, value chain, marketing, logistics etc.) [19]. The model has been recently enhanced with management practices coming from the product/service-systems (PSS) [37,38] and the social innovation [39] fields, integrating the business and social aspects, which have been typically overlooked within the product development space [17,40,41]. Three fundamental elements are part of the EcoM2 [19]: (i) ecodesign management practices; (ii) maturity levels and (iii) an application method, which are further described.

2.1.1. The EcoM2 Practices

The practices in the EcoM2 framework form a consistent body of knowledge and can be categorized into management and operational practices [19]. The management practices are fundamentally related to the integration of ecodesign at the strategic and tactical levels of product development, whereas the operational ones are product-specific and intimately attached to the technical features and characteristics of the design and life cycle of a particular product (or line of products) [19]. While the management practices are process-oriented and generic, therefore being applicable to any type of manufacturing company—irrespective of the product’s specific characteristics [19]—the operational ones are product-oriented, and therefore, specific. As a convention, all best practices in the EcoM2 (at a process level) will be referred as ecodesign management practices (EMP), since this is an established nomenclature within the EcoM2 framework and across its updates over time. The EMPs are the main object (unit of analysis) of this paper. The total number of EMPs in the EcoM2 is fifty-one.

Examples of ecodesign management practices include [19,37,39]: (i) “monitor the product environmental performance during use and end-of-life phases of the life cycle” [38] (p. 218); (ii) “consider and involve the total value chain for improving the environmental performance of products” [38] (p. 217); (iii) “collect information about legal issues and standards related to the environmental performance of products” [38] (p. 216); (iv) “incorporate environmental considerations into the technological strategy” [38] (p. 216) and (v) “identify customers’ and stakeholders’ requirements and priorities concerning the environmental issues” [38] (p. 216). These practices are therefore related to the product development processes, as opposed to particular characteristics of a company’s products. In this sense, the management practices take a process standpoint which aims at integrating the entire company’s portfolio of products.

2.1.2. The EcoM2 Maturity Levels

The maturity levels are defined according to a grouping of two variables [19]: (i) the evolution levels and (ii) the capability levels [19,42] of the management practices. The five evolution levels defined by the EcoM2 represent a recommendation of the stages to be trailed towards ecodesign implementation. The evolution is built from evolution level 1, in which the company displays little experience in ecodesign and the company does not typically apply ecodesign practices, up to evolution level 5, when the company fully incorporate environmental concerns into its corporate, business and product strategies [19]. Regarding the capability levels, the model also defines a 5-point capability scale for qualitatively measuring how well the company applies an ecodesign management practices, based on the CMMI [19,43]. The capability levels are [19]:

- **Capability level 1** (incomplete) means that a practice is not contemplated by the company or is partly applied in incomplete way;
- **Capability level 2** (ad hoc) means that a practice is only applied to accomplish specific tasks or correct targeted problems, i.e., in an ad hoc format;
- **Capability level 3** (formalized) means that the practice is formalized and documented in processes, with allocated resources, infrastructure and responsibilities;
- **Capability level 4** (controlled) means that the management practice has its performance measured and constantly controlled with the application and use of process-related indicators;
• **Capability level 5** (improved) means that the management practice has its performance continuously improved over time, based on measurement and monitoring.

2.1.3. The EcoM2 Application Method

The EcoM2 prescribes an application method with 4 steps, which are being represented here as an adaptation from [19] organized in two main phases. Figure 1 displays the schematic representation of the EcoM2 application method, with the main outputs and the positioning of the business case. Phase 1 consists of 3 steps:

- the **diagnosis** involves the definition of the company’s current maturity profile, whose main output is the current capability levels of the management practices;
- the definition of a **vision for improved maturity**, according to a corporate vision and strategic drivers, and whose main output is the desired capability levels for the management practices and
- the deployment of actionable **roadmaps** for implementation, based on the identified gap between the current capability levels (Step 1) and desired capability levels (Step 2).

The second phase embodies the implementation of the improvement projects. These projects are detailed and outlined in the roadmaps, accompanied by strategies and best practices for change management and performance measurement and tracking [19]. The business case plays a crucial role in bridging the gap between the deployment of structured roadmaps and their real and consistent implementation. The business case for ecodesign implementation should be used in order to bridge the gap between the deployment of roadmaps and action plans and the actual implementation of such roadmaps, which will ultimately result in higher levels of ecodesign maturity.

![Figure 1. Adaptation of the schematic representation of the EcoM2 application method from [19].](image)

2.2. Logic Models: The Structure Underpinning the Business Case Rationale

A logic model can be defined as a systematic and visual tool to present and share an organization’s understanding of the relationships among the resources required to operate a program, its related activities, and the intended changes or results [30]. In the logic model, a set of resources (or inputs) activities are all the actions that are necessary to produce desired direct results, commonly named outputs [29,30,44]. These outputs will, in turn, generate outcomes, which are changes in behavior, knowledge, skills, status or level of functioning [29–32]. Outcomes are typically less tangible as they are not the immediate results of an action. Therefore, the logic model is particularly useful to depicting the underlying assumptions and bases upon which the ecodesign practices are expected to lead to the occurrence of another event [45].

Through a logic model lens, the ecodesign management practices can be defined and seen as activities that are embedded into the product development and related processes. Once these activities are carried out, they produce direct results (outputs) which, in turn, create changes or benefits (outcomes) at a more aggregated level in an organization [46]. This line of reasoning—connecting activities and their resources to ultimate changes/benefits—is known as logic model (or theory of
change or performance frameworks or chains of reasoning) [27,47]. Logic models are particularly useful to plan, manage, account for, assess or evaluate the relationships between what a program (i.e., set of activities) requests in terms of resources and which accomplishments are sought [45]. It is noteworthy that in real contexts, there is a wealth of interaction between outputs and outcomes, and relationships are not always one-to-one. Figure 2 displays a hypothetical example of a logic model structure for a physical artifact. It is noteworthy that in real contexts, there is a wealth of interaction between outputs and outcomes, and relationships are not always one-to-one.

**Figure 2.** Generic structure of a logic model with a hypothetical example of ecodesign-related initiative. Structure adapted from [48].

### 3. Research Methodology

The general research approach was composed of three main phases, which are separated in six steps (Figure 3).

![Research Methodology Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.** Overall research approach of this paper with 3 phases and 6 steps (*EMP: ecodesign management practices).

#### 3.1. Phase 1: Development of a Theoretical Logic Model Framework

The first step (Step 1) put forward a systematic literature review (SLR) based on the methodology prescribed by [49], which builds upon the three sub-steps: (1) planning of the review process; (2) execution of the SLR and (3) analysis of results. The selection and evaluation procedures were performed in accordance to the inclusion criteria defined by the protocol. For each one of the selected studies, relevant data were captured, cataloged and analyzed [49].

The main objective of the SLR was to identify the structural elements of the logic models proposed or analyzed by the academic literature. The search string was composed of the main keyword...
(“logic model”) and three other relevant and recurrent synonyms (“theory of change”, “performance framework” and “chain of reasoning”) [27,47] were added to the title field of the search string. Two electronic databases were used, namely Web of Science and Scopus, due to their high relevance and coverage. The searches were limited to documents originally written in English only.

Subsequently, the second step (Step 2) comprised an approach built upon grounded theory [50–52], accompanied by a content analysis. It was performed in order to examine and elicit emerging patterns within the data corpus [53,54]. The grounded theory approach was also aided by a content analysis [55] of generic business process management and practices within organizational contexts [22,56–58]. The combination of the SLR with the grounded theory approach on Phase 1 gave rise to a fundamental understanding of the logic model theory and an overview of its structural elements.

3.2. Phase 2: Instantiation of an Ecodesign-Specific Logic Model Framework

The second started with the performance of a thematic analysis focused on (i) deriving thematic clusters of ecodesign management practices (Step 3); (ii) developing specific outputs and outcomes for each one of the ecodesign management practices in the EcoM2 (Step 4) and (iii) systematically reviewing the literature in order to derive a database of business performance outcomes (Step 5). The main objective of deriving thematic clusters of practices was to facilitate the evaluation and application of the logic model framework by companies, according to their own drivers or requirements. The outputs and outcomes generated in this phase would then compose the instantiation of the ecodesign-specific logic model framework.

Thematic analysis is a method for capturing and analyzing themes/patterns within a body of data [59,60]. In our case, the body of data was composed of all the 51 ecodesign management practices present in the EcoM2. Moreover, the thematic analysis had an inductive approach, i.e., the themes/patterns emerged exclusively from the data, without any attempts to fitting them into a larger theoretical frame [53]. Also, the ecodesign management practices display commonalities and recurring themes, which makes thematic analysis an adequate method for analysis [53].

For Step 3 (Thematic Analysis I), the thematic analysis focused on deriving clusters of ecodesign management practices. Subsequently, Step 4 (Thematic Analysis II) focused on the main aspects of generic activities within the product development space and the fundamental content of each one of the ecodesign management practices in order to develop a consistent list of outputs and outcomes. This thematic analysis had the main objective of understanding how management practices could potentially fit into the generic structure of the logic model. Furthermore, triangulation methods were used in order to improve research rigor, validity and trustworthiness [52]. In particular, investigator triangulation [61,62] was applied, entailing that multiple researchers conduct the analytical process in an attempt to significantly reduce bias. In these particular steps of the research approach, the authors analyzed the data separately and held three subsequent meetings to discuss and compare the emerging themes until agreement was finally reached for all elements.

The following (Step 5) involved a focused SLR, also based on the procedure set forth by [49], which was further detailed in the beginning of Section 3.1. The main objective of this second SLR was to identify which outcomes were being generally reported as relevant and strategic business benefits in the literature, and to which dimensions of the triple bottom line the outcomes were related. No restrictions were derived in terms of what types of business were reporting the benefits. Three main keyword groups were defined, along with their related keywords: (i) “corporate” and seven related keywords (“enterprise”, “organizational”, “organisational”, “financial”, “business”, “market”, “competit*”); (ii) “performance” and one related keyword (“bottom line”) and (iii) “indicator” and seven related keywords (“measure”, “metric”, “index”, “indices”, “framework”, “map”, “score”). The keywords were inserted into the title field of the search string on the Web of Science database. Searches were limited to cover documents in English only.
3.3. Phase 3: Evaluation of the Ecodesign-Specific Logic Model Framework

The evaluation by experts (Step 6) was performed with the purpose of improving the validity of the proposed ecodesign-specific logic model framework. The workshops were aimed at: (a) validating the most relevant business performance outcomes based on selection of three companies in different industry sectors and (b) having the underlying rationale of the ecodesign-specific logic model evaluated by the experts, in terms of usefulness and applicability in their own organizations. The evaluation process took place under a series of three workshops, with an average duration of two hours each. Seven impartial industry experts—representing three companies from different industry sectors—participated in the evaluation phase.

It is very important to highlight that the workshop-based process of evaluation was highly structured and standardized, with all the workshop session rigorously following the steps described under this section. All the sessions were based on structured procedures and rules, which applied to all three of them. The evaluation procedure was performed with a total of 7 experts, with carefully documented and selected backgrounds and experiences. This particular number of experts contributes to maximizing the probability of replicating the results reported in this paper. If the evaluation was carried out with only one or two experts, results would be hardly replicated since they would be largely dependent on individual answers and standpoints. On the other hand, since there is a “saturation effect” in such a structured evaluation procedure, a larger number of experts might have probably had very little marginal contribution to the overall results and the contributions of this study.

More particularly, the organizations and experts were selected on the basis of their relevant overall exposure to recent ecodesign program implementations within the context of product development processes. In particular, the selected companies had varying degrees of exposure to the EcoM2 framework, ranging from pure awareness to full implementation. However, their knowledge of the EcoM2 was not defined as a criterion mainly because it is not required to be familiar with the EcoM2 in order to apply and evaluate the logic model framework.

All companies were carrying out ecodesign implementation projects and other sustainability-related initiatives at the time of the realization of the workshops. Furthermore, these experts hold positions at their companies that allow them to actively participate in the core decision-making process regarding implementations in product development processes (e.g., Vice-President of Environment and Sustainability, the Product Environmental Specialist, Global Head of Environment, Health and Safety, among others). This enables them to adequately evaluate which types of rationale should be put forth in order to advance any sustainability-related activities in their organizations (i.e., building the business case for their particular organization).

The consolidated list of business performance outcomes from the SLR (Step 6) formed the theoretical basis of the workshop. The most recurrent outcomes were listed on a poster for prioritization. Initially, participants were asked to choose the three most relevant strategic-level decision-makers in their organizations if they were to present a business case for sustainability-oriented initiatives in product development (i.e., typically chief-level positions at large multinational organizations). This step is underpinned by the widely recognized need to tailor the business case argumentation to meet the requirements of different stakeholders \([7,23,63]\), which is reflected in the choices of which business performance outcomes to focus.

Next, participants were requested to identify the three to five most important business performance outcomes for each one of the selected decision-makers from the previous step. To aid the exercise, participants were invited to think about concrete cases of implementation projects carried out recently at their organization and how the most compelling arguments were put forth to the key decision-makers. Finally, the instantiated logic model framework from Phase 2 was presented to all participants and 3 to 5 examples of ecodesign management practices were highlighted. Participants were also given time and resources to think on the relationships between the logic model’s components and use the business performance outcomes they had defined. Workshop participants were then invited...
to evaluate the usefulness and applicability [64] of the logic model framework at their organizations in an unstructured interview setting, pinpointing the strengths and weaknesses of the framework.

4. Results and Discussion

This section exhibits the results and provides discussion for each one of the research methodology phases. Section 4.1 presents the results and discussion for the development of a theoretical logic model framework, while Section 4.2 tackles the development of a ecodesign-specific logic model framework, lastly, Section 4.3 addresses the final phase of the research methodology on the evaluation of the ecodesign-specific logic model framework by industry experts in a workshop setup.

4.1. Results and Discussion from the Development of a Theoretical Logic Model Framework (Phase 1)

The SLR for logic models resulted in a total of 636 papers retrieved, with 126 unique results coming from Web of Science, 349 unique results from Scopus and 161 papers that were indexed in both electronic databases. Lastly, 87 papers were entirely read and finally selected, representing 33.8% of the papers analyzed in the previous step. If measured against the amount of papers retrieved from the databases, the 87 selected papers represent 13.7%. Figure 4 illustrates the results achieved with the SLR on logic models, based on the application of the review protocol as described under Section 3.1.

![Figure 4. Summary of results from the SLR for logic models.](http://www.ecodesign.dtu.dk/Process-Performance)

For each one of the 87 resulting papers, the elements were listed on an electronic database, along with the main topic addressed by the paper. There is a wide range of topics covered by the paper—with examples spanning different knowledge areas—and the logic models could be grouped into six topics: (i) healthcare interventions and public policies (23 papers); (ii) international and sustainable development (15 papers); (iii) educational interventions and programs (13 papers); (iv) organizational programs and evaluation—e.g., innovation, leadership, supply chain, R&D, capacity development, ergonomics, collaboration employee wellness etc. (12 papers); (v) community-based program evaluation (8 papers) and (vi) academic and research-based programs (7 papers). The remaining 9 papers present and discuss generic logic models, with no connection with specific topics. The full database of categorized logic models with the description of their structural elements and the main topic they are addressing can be accessed via the link [http://www.ecodesign.dtu.dk/Process-Performance](http://www.ecodesign.dtu.dk/Process-Performance) and as Supplementary Material of this paper.

Topics related to public policies dominate the use of the logic model to represent change and impact, in line with what was reported by the literature [31,65]. However, the corporate and business applications of logic models are still emerging and present a large potential for growth. Out of the 87 retrieved papers in the SLR, 12 of them (13.8%) were tackling topics within the business sphere. This presents an opportunity for businesses to learn from several years of experience in stringent performance measurement practices and applications of logic models in the public and not-for-profit sectors. As sustainability performance measurement becomes increasingly more sophisticated and complex [66] and new stakeholders are being constantly engaged [67,68], a collaborative and
cross-sector development of logic models has the potential of bringing high value for the organization’s integrated performance measurement.

The most recurrent elements within the logic model structures were: activities, outputs and outcomes, with some slight variations. The elements of outcomes were also represented differently across the reported logic models, as some of the studies have emphasized different timescales for the outcomes (namely long-, medium- and short-term outcomes). In general, when outcomes are split in different timescales, they offer a set of sequential preconditions [66]: short-term outcomes potentially representing changes in individuals and groups, medium-term ones connected to changes in skills and practices and long-term outcomes related to broader changes in conditions or states. Several studies also use the term “impact” to represent elements at a level close to what would be the long-term outcomes [69–71]. In general, the studies applying the term “impact” are usually referring to societal impacts on the long-run and, therefore, could be potentially used as a replacement for the long-term outcomes. Figure 5 displays the resulting theoretical and generic logic model framework. It is noteworthy that the input and the impact elements were not explicitly considered in the resulting logic model framework because both elements were not consistently reported across the reviewed logic models in the literature.

![Figure 5. The resulting generic logic model framework for business cases.](image)

Additionally, the role of assumptions is also presented in the logic models with varying degrees of importance. Some studies do not mention the assumptions that were made, while others provide a detailed account of the assumptions behind the logic model. To illustrate the idea behind the concept of assumptions in the logic models, consider the following management practice from the EcoM2: “develop a ‘green’ incentive scheme for the development of products with increased environmental performance” [16,19,42], which is considered to be an “activity” in the model. To evaluate its potential impact, it is necessary to draw some assumption in terms of its reach, scope and magnitude within the company. For example, an assumption could be “all employees are impacted by the incentive scheme developed”, another assumption could be formulated as “only employees working in the R&D structure will be initially impacted by the incentive scheme”. Please note that each one of the assumption might lead to very different outputs, which in turn will lead to different initial outcomes and business performance outcomes.

The lack of explicit assumptions might hamper the credibility and validity of the logic model, as the relationships might become harder to be operationalized and understood by relevant stakeholders. With that, the resulting logic model framework not only covers the most recurrent elements in the literature, but also makes explicit delineation of assumptions. Additionally, it also marks the temporal distinction between the outcomes, placing them within a business context.

4.2. Results and Discussion from the Instantiation of the Ecodesign-Specific Logic Model Framework (Phase 2)

Each one of the steps in Phase 2 directly addressed each one of the elements of the generic logic model framework. Figure 6 shows the relationship between each one of the steps in Phase 2 and the correspondent logic model element they are addressing. The activities for the instantiated model were pulled from the Ecodesign Maturity Model (EcoM2) [19], while Step 3 performs a thematic analysis...
focused on deriving ecodesign management clusters to address the categorization of practices for the element “activity”. Further on, Step 4 performs a complementary thematic analysis to generate a list of outputs and initial outcomes for the logic model. Finally, the SLR on business performance outcomes generated a database to fill in the final element of the logic model framework (business benefits).

![Figure 6. Relationship between the Steps 3, 4 and 5 in Phase 2 of the research methodology and the elements of the generic logic model framework.](http://www.ecodesign.dtu.dk/Process-Performance)

**4.2.1. Instantiating the Activities of the Ecodesign-Specific Logic Model**

The thematic analysis (Thematic Analysis I, Step 3) carried out on the ecodesign management practices [19] gave rise to 11 distinct thematic clusters of practices. This step is addressing the element “activities (practices)” of the logic model on Figure 6. The clusters were designed and defined under an inductive approach, without any prior theoretical framework against which practices should fit. Therefore, the practices are sufficiently homogeneous within the clusters, at the same time they are appropriately heterogeneous across the clusters.

The clusters are particularly important to support managers in quickly identifying the practices by theme. This might allow decision-makers to draw better connections between the practices and their organization’s context and structure. Table 1 shows the thematic clusters and corresponding examples of practices to illustrate the clusters. The development of outputs and initial outcomes, also shown in Table 1, are discussed under Section 4.2.2. The database displaying all the practices for all thematic clusters can be accessed via the link [http://www.ecodesign.dtu.dk/Process-Performance](http://www.ecodesign.dtu.dk/Process-Performance) and as Supplementary Material of this paper.
Table 1. Examples of practices in each one of the thematic clusters, with its outputs and initial outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Thematic Cluster</th>
<th>Number of Practices</th>
<th>Example of Practice [16,19,42]</th>
<th>Outputs</th>
<th>Initial Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Environmentally-enhanced technological strategy</td>
<td>5 practices</td>
<td>Identify and/or develop new technologies that can contribute to improve the environmental performance of the developed products [16,19,42]</td>
<td>New environmentally-enhanced technologies</td>
<td>Products with environmentally-enhanced technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Development of support processes, training and knowledge for ecodesign</td>
<td>4 practices</td>
<td>Get knowledge of how to develop products with a better environmental performance [16,19,42]</td>
<td>Ecodesign knowledge</td>
<td>Informed/conscious environmental-related decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Systematized trade-off analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Incentives and awareness for ecodesign</td>
<td>2 practices</td>
<td>Develop a “green” incentive scheme for the development of products with increased environmental performance [16,19,42]</td>
<td>Incentive schemes for ecodesign</td>
<td>Employee motivation, engagement and productivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Marketing and communication for ecodesign</td>
<td>2 practices</td>
<td>Elaborate and communicate recommendations to consumers on how to improve the environmental performance of the product during the use and end-of-life phases [16,19,42]</td>
<td>Recommendations to consumers</td>
<td>Consumer engagement and retention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Environmental performance during use and end-of-life</td>
<td></td>
<td>Information for end-of-life decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Recommendations to customers/stakeholders for use and end-of-life</td>
<td></td>
<td>Recommendations to customers/stakeholders for use and end-of-life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Consumer behavior data</td>
<td></td>
<td>Input data for product development decision-making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>End-of-life strategies, packaging and operations</td>
<td>5 practices</td>
<td>Monitor the product environmental performance during use and end-of-life [16,19,42]</td>
<td>Internal drivers for the development of products with better environmental performance</td>
<td>Alignment and consistency with internal drivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>External drivers for the development of products with better environmental performance</td>
<td></td>
<td>Alignment and consistency with external drivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Strategic management of ecodesign implementation</td>
<td>9 practices</td>
<td>Identify internal and external drivers for the development of products with a better environmental performance [16,19,42]</td>
<td>Environmental feasibility of new product development projects evaluated</td>
<td>Input data for product development decision-making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Portfolio management and environmental trends</td>
<td>4 practices</td>
<td>Evaluate the environmental feasibility of new product development projects [16,19,42]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Thematic Cluster</th>
<th>Number of Practices</th>
<th>Example of Practice [16,19,42]</th>
<th>Outputs</th>
<th>Initial Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Product development management</td>
<td>11 practices</td>
<td>Engage relevant people from functions across the company in the integration of environmental issues into product development [16,19,42]</td>
<td>Relevant people engaged in ecodesign across the company</td>
<td>Employee motivation, engagement and productivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Relevant people identified across the company</td>
<td>Employee awareness regarding environmental issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Value chain management</td>
<td>3 practices</td>
<td>Establish cooperation programs and joint goals with suppliers and partners aiming to improve the environmental performance of products [16,19,42]</td>
<td>Cooperation programs and joint goals with suppliers and partners</td>
<td>Superior value chain environmentally-oriented integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sharing of environmental information among suppliers/partners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Regulatory compliance</td>
<td>2 practices</td>
<td>Collect information about legal issues and standards related to the environmental performance of products [16,19,42]</td>
<td>Information about legal issues collected</td>
<td>Reaction and anticipation to regulatory changes and trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Information about standards collected</td>
<td>Potential for regulatory-driven innovation in products and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Program management and ecodesign benchmarking</td>
<td>4 practices</td>
<td>Benchmark the environmental performance of competitor products</td>
<td>Benchmarks against competitor products</td>
<td>Identification of innovation opportunities in products and services based on benchmarks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Within this context, the ecodesign management practices can be defined and seen as activities that are embedded into the product development and related processes. Once these activities are carried out, they produce direct results (outputs) which, in turn, create changes or benefits (business performance outcomes) at a more aggregated level in an organization [46]. Figure 7 displays a hypothetical example of logic model for an ecodesign practice.

4.2.2. Instantiating the Outputs and Initial Outcomes of the Ecodesign-Specific Logic Model

The first thematic analysis underpinned the development of the second thematic analysis (Thematic Analysis II, Step 4). For each one of the clusters of practice, a set of outputs and initial outcomes were defined. This step is simultaneously addressing two elements of the logic model on Figure 6: “outputs” and “initial outcomes”. The outputs and initial outcomes were defined in accordance to the generic logic model framework put forth as a result of the Phase 1 of the research methodology. This step is particularly important because it provides a preliminary repository of outputs and initial outcomes. Table 1 exhibits a selection of practices with their correspondent outputs and initial outcomes derived from the thematic analysis with triangulation. The full database containing all the outputs and initial outcomes defined in the thematic analysis can also be accessed via the link http://www.ecodesign.dtu.dk/Process-Performance and as Supplementary Material of this paper.

4.2.3. Instantiating the Business Performance Outcomes of the Ecodesign-Specific Logic Model

Lastly, the last step of second phase of the research approach (Step 5) comprehended the performance of the SLR for business performance outcomes, which are the long-term outcomes representing the business benefits companies can potentially report. This step is addressing the element “business performance outcomes (business benefits)” of the logic model on Figure 6. Therefore, these are the outcomes that are specifically important for companies to decide for implementing a certain program or advancing a specific subject. The SLR for business performance outcomes resulted in a total of 199 papers retrieved. Fifty-four papers were selected and fully read (27.3% of the total). Figure 8 illustrates the results of the SLR on the business performance outcomes.
The resulting 54 papers were carefully reviewed with the objective of extracting the business performance outcomes reported by the papers. In total, 360 business performance outcomes were identified, and the relevant information was extracted and recorded on an electronic spreadsheet. The business performance outcomes were then classified according to the triple bottom line dimensions. Subsequently, the business performance outcomes were classified in categories and sub-categories according to the main business topic they were associated with. Six categories emerged from the data for the classification of business performance outcomes: (i) regulatory; (ii) environmental and social engagement; (iii) marketing; (iv) learning and development; (v) efficiency and effectiveness and (vi) financial. The outcomes in the categories were split into a total of 21 sub-categories and duplicates were removed. The total number of unique business performance outcomes was 303.

Figure 9 displays the distribution of business performance outcomes according to the dimensions of the triple bottom line, and Figure 10 exhibits the distribution of the consolidated business performance outcomes as per the categories and sub-categories of performance. The consolidated list of 6 categories and 21 sub-categories displayed on Figure 10 was used in the evaluation workshops with the industry experts. Finally, Table 2 presents examples of business performance outcomes that were retrieved from the SLR. The full database containing all the business performance outcomes be accessed via the electronic link http://www.ecodesign.dtu.dk/Process-Performance and as Supplementary Material of this paper.
### Table 2. Examples of business performance outcomes extracted from the SLR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TBL Dimension</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Business Performance Outcome</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>Brand value</td>
<td>[73]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>Profitability</td>
<td>Company profitability</td>
<td>[74]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>Revenue growth</td>
<td>[75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>Customer satisfaction</td>
<td>Customer loyalty rate</td>
<td>[76]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Corporate citizenship</td>
<td>Community support/involvement</td>
<td>[77]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Organizational development</td>
<td>Information dissemination (i.e., enhancement of the quality of decision-making/solution development)</td>
<td>[78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Employee welfare</td>
<td>Human capital investment (wages, benefits, training and education) as percentage of profit</td>
<td>[79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental</td>
<td>Emissions to environment</td>
<td>Total emission of glasshouse gasses</td>
<td>[80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental</td>
<td>Resource efficiency</td>
<td>Material consumption</td>
<td>[79]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Environmental | Energy efficiency         | Energy management 
1 “This variable assesses rational use of energy; the adoption of internal measures of energy economy, including the substitution of equipment and other pollution sources; the substitution of pollutants and non-renewable sources for clean and renewable energy ones” | [81]      |

4.3. Results and Discussion from the Evaluation of the Ecodesign-Specific Logic Model Framework (Phase 3)

This sub-section provides an initial summary of the evaluation procedure of the ecodesign-specific logic model framework with company experts, with the final framework presented in Figure 11 and evaluation summaries on Table 3 (companies’ main characteristics) and Table 4 (summary of the main advantages and disadvantages). Subsequently, a more detailed account of strengths and weaknesses of the framework is provided under Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3. Under Section 4.3.4, a path forward for the application of the framework is outlined and discussed.

Figure 11. Consolidated version of the ecodesign-specific logic model framework.
4.3.1. Summary of the Evaluation of the Ecodesign-Specific Logic Model Framework

Based on the data collected during the workshops with company experts, the theoretical logic model for business cases was revisited and changed to accommodate the suggested improvements. A few considerations were recurrent in all workshops and they have, therefore, underpinned the changes to the theoretical logic model that was initially defined (Section 3.1). In summary, the visual changes were mainly based on the positioning of the logic model elements and the removal from the input element. Experts suggested to display the logic model in a way that the levels at the organizational were explicit, making it more intuitive. Therefore, the elements of the ecodesign-specific logic model framework were rearranged in a hierarchical setting, with the activities representing the process-level, while the outputs, initial outcomes and business benefits are representing different levels of the corporate level.

Furthermore, experts corroborated what the analysis of management practices in the literature had suggested: the inputs to the ecodesign management practices are roughly homogeneous [20,22] and therefore should not be explicitly differentiated in the model, as it would be a time-consuming and non-value adding activity. From an investment perspective, the implementation of the ecodesign management practices does not require a large set of different types of resources to be successfully carried out—i.e., the overwhelming majority of the ecodesign management practices are consistently dependent on a fixed set of inputs—namely information, people, organizational structure and information systems (both software and hardware), and this is consistent across the 51 practices. Therefore, the evaluation of inputs was deemed not necessary for a successful development of the business case for ecodesign. With that, Figure 10 displays the final structure of the logic model framework, along with examples that were raised during the workshop.

As previously mentioned under the research methodology section, the methodological setup regarding the evaluation workshops were designed in order to maximize the probability of replicating the results reported in this piece of research. Therefore, the results have a rather high degree of consistency, especially when replicating the research carried out in this paper by: (i) carefully following the same procedure have laid out in the research methodology and (ii) being able to access the same number of experts with a rather similar mix of backgrounds, experience and related industrial sectors, which is the main reason these aspects of the evaluation phase were highlighted on Table 3 and discussed accordingly.

4.3.2. The Strengths of the Logic Model Approach for Deriving Ecodesign Business Cases

The framework is suited for capturing and conceptualizing an initial business case at the process level and for directly aiding executives and employees in the way they currently think about the business returns of sustainability-related initiatives and programs. The logic model adds more as a visual account of the causal relations in the business case, linking activities in the process and the potential long-term outcomes. The logic model framework is also useful to pinpoint the types of evidence and data within the company (and across its value chain) that needs to be properly collected, if the company is not already doing so. The addition of data further validates and supports the claims and assumptions put forth in the logic model.

The logic model framework is also flexible enough to be readily embedded into a company’s daily thinking and operation. In particular, for companies engaged in raising awareness regarding sustainability topics, the framework can be employed for e.g., workshops and other engaging co-development activities. The logic model was found to be particularly useful to creating a structured story for each one of the stakeholders, which is something in line with what the literature of logic models has prescribed [46]. This “storytelling” aspect of the logic model framework was appealing to several experts and allowed them to think on new strategies to get the attention of their intended target audience in terms of developing the business case for ecodesign.
Table 3. Summary of the companies’ main characteristics and related results from the evaluation procedure (Phase 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Roles Represented in the Workshop</th>
<th>Prioritized Business Performance Outcomes ( Ranked)</th>
<th>Main Internal Stakeholders for the Ecodesign Business Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| A       | Medical devices and services           | • Global Head of Environment, Health and Safety (EHS) Development, with more than 11 years of work experience as ecodesign program manager and leader | 1. Growth (related to both sales and market share)  
2. Risk  
3. Customer satisfaction  
4. Brand reputation  
5. Profitability | • CEO  
• Director of Product Development/Innovation  
• Director of Operations |
| B       | Automotive and aerospace              | • PhD Specialist on Design for Robustness, holding over 16 years of experience in product development and technology roadmapping;  
• Manager of R&D development methods, with more than 12 years of experience in product and technology development, along with experience in product/service-systems; | 1. Profitability  
2. Customer satisfaction  
3. “Air worthiness”  
4. Growth  
5. Productivity | • Director of Product Development  
• Director of Business Development  
• Director of Operations and Manufacturing |
| C       | Equipment for construction and related industries | • Vice-President of Environment and Sustainability, holding more than 12 years of experience in executive roles;  
• Product Environmental Specialist, with over 15 years of experience in leadership roles involving product development and management of ecodesign;  
• Technology Risk Analysis Leader, more than 21 years of experience in quality assurance, risk management/mitigation and product development processes;  
• Sustainability Program Leader, with more than 11 years of experience in sustainable innovation and technology roadmapping and development. | 1. Customer satisfaction  
2. Total cost of ownership  
3. Operational effectiveness  
4. Profitability  
5. Market share | • CEO  
• Director of Product Development  
• Director of Marketing and Product Portfolio |

A business performance outcome deemed as very important by the experts at Company B. “Air worthiness” is a concept based on a composed indicator simultaneously related to safety, risk and compliance. Since safety is a crucial issue in the aerospace industry, Company B takes this corporate measure very seriously, along with their financial measures.
Table 4. Summary of the main advantages and disadvantages regarding application of the ecodesign-specific logic model framework for business cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Main Strengths Regarding the Application of the Ecodesign-Specific Logic Model Framework</th>
<th>Main Weaknesses Regarding the Application of the Ecodesign-Specific Logic Model Framework</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>• Suited for capturing and conceptualizing an initial business case internal study</td>
<td>• Quantification methods and evidence must be added to the logic model rationale in order to derive a full-fetched business case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Potential for helping employees to structure their thoughts on business benefits and elaborate working documents</td>
<td>• Language must be constantly adapted to fit the company’s own terminology/lexicon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lists of outputs, initial outcomes and business performance outcomes are particularly useful as a point of departure for further customization</td>
<td>• The model can quickly grow in size and complexity and should be used on a step-by-step basis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>• High readiness level in terms of embedding the framework into the company’s daily thinking and routine operations</td>
<td>• Potential conflicts and challenges when integrating multiple logic model views for different audiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Useful for tailoring a specific “story” for each one of the many important stakeholders of a business case for ecodesign</td>
<td>• Concerns over the assumptions might arise and hamper the development of a consolidated business case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Flexible and generic enough to be embedded into the company’s existing performance measurement systems</td>
<td>• The framework offers no support for developing the relationships on data from the company’s management systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Potential for making more diffuse/intangible practices more operational and concrete</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>• Potential for enhancing the development of business case with a view of how things can change (improve) internally</td>
<td>• The business case framework risk being too vague if assumptions are not properly grounded and if business performance outcomes are not carefully selected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Relevant tool for internal awareness-raising workshops the company is promoting on sustainability</td>
<td>• The lead time for developing and applying the business case can be long for consensus-oriented corporate cultures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• It is a communication tool to be readily incorporated into internal materials and training resources</td>
<td>• To be a valuable tool, it requires a deep understanding of organizational processes, product development and ecodesign/EcoM2 framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The practices’ clusters are helpful for targeting groups of stakeholders internally and aim at their daily concerns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In general, the logic model framework can potentiate the discussion around the development of business cases for ecodesign, especially for companies that have been stuck in the sustainability conversations for a while. There is a strong role to be played by the framework as a communication tool to be embedded into internal materials, workshops and training resources. Moreover, the definition of thematic clusters of ecodesign management practices is particularly helpful towards targeting specific groups of stakeholders and aiming at their main daily activities/issues. In connection to that, the preliminary list of outputs, initial outcomes and business performance outcomes compose in important point of departure for companies to further apply and customize the business cases for their particular contexts.

4.3.3. The Weaknesses of the Logic Model Approach for Deriving Ecodesign Business Cases

In general, since developing the business case is mainly an argumentation process, language plays a crucial role. One of the drawbacks of the framework is that it is still very qualitative in nature, and language must be constantly adapted and reviewed in order to employ the right company terminology/lexicon, so it can be widely recognized internally. Also, further investigation is required in order to derive a full and complete business case picture, especially in relation to quantifying the relationships and building a robust tool for decision-making processes. It must be noted that the logic model can also grow in size and complexity rather quickly, hinting that it should be used on a step-by-step basis or even focused on one particular thematic cluster at a time as not to overwhelm stakeholders or overload the cause-and-effect rationale.

Furthermore, there might be potential conflicts and difficulties in integrating multiple logic model views for different audiences or stakeholders into one shared vision. Even though it is crucial to establish one line of thinking for each one of the target groups, difficulties might arise when drawing a concise and broader picture of what the business case looks like. Concerns over assumptions and the need for operationalizing each one of the terms used in the business case are also current limitations of the framework. As it is now, the framework does not offer any support towards grounding the business case relationships on data from e.g., management systems or other sources. Therefore, a better connection with existing key performance indicators and other performance measurement initiatives within product development must be sought as one of the promising areas of further development of the framework.

4.3.4. What Is Next? Applying the Ecodesign-Specific Logic Model Framework in Companies

The ecodesign-specific logic model can be applied by companies in order to derive business cases aimed at advancing the ecodesign program internally. With that, an application procedure is proposed in alignment with how the EcoM2 is typically applied. However, this does not mean that the full implementation of the EcoM2 is a prerequisite for the application of the logic model framework for ecodesign. Companies can simply access all the information regarding the management practices, the clusters, outputs, initial outcomes and business performance outcomes and start structuring their own logic model framework, focused on specific areas of interest. The EcoM2 prescribes an application method with 4 steps, which are being represented here as an adaptation from [19], organized in two main phases, as described under Section 2.1.3. Figure 12 displays the schematic representation of the EcoM2 application method, with the main outputs and the positioning of the business case.

Since comparing the application of the business case framework in small and large companies was not the goal with this study, it is not possible to draw any fundamental conclusion from the data that have been collected. However, on a speculative note, we believe that the idiosyncrasies of startups and small and medium companies must be rigorously considered in the development of the ecodesign business case, and in particular when developing the assumptions, mainly because small and large companies may differ in several dimensions: (i) availability of data; (ii) stability of their business models and (iii) order of magnitude of impacts (e.g., 5% increase in sales might not
be relevant for a small startup business, but might be a very significant sum for a big corporation), among other factors.

Figure 12. Schematic representation of the EcoM2 application method and the position of the business cases. Steps 1 through 4 adapted from [19].

In summary, this business case for ecodesign can be viewed as a first attempt towards linking the development of ecodesign capabilities—at the process level—with broader corporate performance indicators (business benefits). It implicitly links the efforts towards systematizing the activities within the product development process with the outcomes for the business. This is particularly important because product development processes are key to embedding sustainability in organizations, since it is believed that approximately 80% of the sustainability performance of a product is defined in the early stages of its product development [82]. Therefore, if companies want to move and align their agenda and contributions towards the sustainable development [83,84], product development should be carefully considered and emphasized. In particular, capturing sustainability performance in product development is a complex and difficult endeavor [85–87] and if carried out inappropriately, misleading measures and wrong signals might be disseminated across the organization, which in turn results in poor decision-making [85]. In this sense, the logic model-based framework has the potential of properly addressing fundamental process-related aspects of the product development [22,56,88] and turn them into an a priori (inferred) business case, as opposed to posteriori analyses of the results of previously implemented practices or projects.

5. Final Remarks

This research was geared towards answering two main research questions: (1) how does the implementation of ecodesign management practices can potentially affect corporate performance? (2) how can logic models support conceptualization and evaluation of the relationships between ecodesign practices and business benefits? A conceptual framework—based on logic models—was derived as a business case structure for ecodesign implementation. This was achieved by following a three-stage research methodology, organized in 6 steps. Two full systematic literature reviews were performed, coupled with two thematic analyses and a grounded theory approach. The resulting conceptual framework had its usefulness and applicability was then evaluated by 7 industry experts.
In general, developing a business case is a context-dependent effort and should be carefully custom-built to fit its intended audience’s language and general requirements. Based on the data gathered for this study, it is possible to argue that even the development of the relationships between the elements of a logic model should resonate with the company’s strategic drivers and should be built with a view to improving its performance measurement systems over time. This means that the logic model framework might configure the first steps towards building the full-fetched business case rationale and support the collection of relevant data. The logic model does not represent an end in itself. It is a means to achieving the higher aim of developing consistent and data-driven business case for ecodesign. It is important to highlight that corporate performance is influenced by a wide range of different factors—both internal and external to the companies and their value chains—and the proposed framework accounts only for the potential effects of ecodesign on corporate performance. There is no pretension to capture the full range of influencing factors, which was initially deemed as impractical.

5.1. Contributions to the Literature

This research was exploratory in its nature and aimed at laying out the foundation to build consistent business case rationales through the lens of the theory of logic model. It is a first attempt towards qualitatively linking the development of ecodesign management capabilities with the potential business benefits. By addressing this topic, the contributions to the literature are manifold: (1) it defines a structured approach for depicting and visualizing intangible and somewhat fuzzy rationales for sustainability-oriented business cases; (2) aligns the theory of logic models with practical and readily implementable ecodesign-based applications within organizational spheres; (3) adds evidence on the suitability of applying logic models in corporate contexts, expanding the applications of the theory to different fields of knowledge; (4) offers a structural framework against which novel quantitative and qualitative methods can be potentially derived to assessing sustainability performance within a corporate context; (5) contributes to education in ecodesign and/or sustainable design, more broadly, by being embedded into the program curricula as an introductory framework aimed at developing business cases for action regarding ecodesign implementation (and other frameworks and quantitative methods could follow); and (6) directly contributes to the ecodesign theory and practice by laying out an ecodesign-instantiated logic model theory, which is readily available to be adapted and customized for further test and use in practice.

5.2. Limitations and Future Research

However, this research also presents limitations. These can be enumerated as follows: (1) the purely qualitative nature of this research might limit the tangibility of the results; (2) the research offers no guidance on how to specifically derive the relationships/assumptions connecting the elements or how to gather and apply corporate data within the logic model framework; (3) due to its exploratory nature, the evaluation procedure relied on an intense workshop-based interaction with companies, which enabled the capture of a wealth of details but was still constrained under the participants’ background, experience and roles; (4) the logic model framework does not quantify changes in the capability levels of the practices (i.e., the goal of ecodesign implementation programs).

With a view to both addressing those limitations and developing the field further, several streams of future research could be derived: (a) explore methods for quantifying the relationships with a view to bringing dynamic elements into play and simulate different implementation routes; (b) develop guidelines for how to derived relationships between the business case elements and their underpinning assumptions and links with existing corporate management systems; (c) perform cross-industry or cross-national surveys, based on the logic model framework put forth here, in order to evaluate its usefulness and applicability in different contents and aim for higher results’ generalizability power; (d) explicitly integrate the concept of capability into a quantitative simulation model so as to explore how changes in the capability levels might reflect on higher order business benefits; (e) investigate
connections and synergies with indicators proposed by standards (e.g., ISO 14000, ISO 26000 etc.) and integrated reporting initiatives; (f) explore the potential implications for ecodesign/sustainable design education and how the framework can be adapted to become a teaching tool; and (g) conduct and analyze the actual implementation of the logic model framework in industrial cases with a view to enhancing its validity and applicability-based, for instance, on action research methods.
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